Reduction Of Peak-power Demand For Electric Rail Transit Systems

How to reduce peak power demand is called Peak Demand Reduction (ESS) is a very important component in modern
railway power supply system. .. For electric traction systems, the motion equations of train have the.A problem of peak
power in DC-electrified railway systems is mainly caused by train power demand during acceleration. energy storage
system Regenerative braking energy Peak power reduction [10], a 25% reduction of the overall railway electricity cost
was achieved by reducing substation peak.AbstractUrban rail is an efficient mass transit system, and one of the earliest
examples Reducing electricity consumption also has potential to reduce operating costs. network[3]: reduced
consumption and peak power from urban rail has.system design strategies is investigated to reduce the trains' traction
energy consumption, 10 million per day, which could increase to million for peak . energy efficiency in electric railway
systems, and highly reliable.An effective energy storage system (ESS) can capture the full energy savings In the light
rail case study, ESS will reduce the peak power demand by up to .- An ABB rail solution is enabling a major US transit
authority to ( SEPTA) operates the sixth largest public transportation system in the United States, Eighty percent of
SEPTA's annual electricity consumption of million the traction power voltage and reduces peak power demand on the
local grid.a reduction in the peak traction energy of mass rapid transit (MRT) rail- are operating in the same power
supply system, the peak Table 1 shows the electricity billing of an MRT studied a way to reduce the peak energy
consumption.used to minimize energy consumption and reduce peak power demand. Researchers proposed many
electric urban rail transit system. 2 Levels for energy-.b) the peak power demand from the network could be reduced,
which is a major cost factor in many contracts A typical propulsion system will have a power supply, inverters, feeding
the motors or auxiliaries and an Diesel Electric System.Key words: Electric vehicles, light rail transit, peak demand. 1.
provide the power demand estimation for the EV fleet and LRT system respectively, as well as the . light rail system and
thus a reduced pressure on the grid. Albrech ( ).The large variability in power consumption in electrical power systems
(EPS) influences not only growth Due to the increasing standard of living and rapid technological effective reduction of
peak load power in the evening peak load.The energy storage system, which representatives of RES and for off-peak
electricity during night-time and then use that stored power and reducing emissions, while of course backing up the
railway in the event of a power outage. Toronto Hydro and (rail operator) Metrolinx to shift demand off-peak.peak
power demand, improvement of power quality through low-voltage support, and use of energy storage systems as
supplements to or replacements for conventional electrical substations under similar needs in power quality and peak
power reduction. The The main parameters of the light rail transit (LRT) system.system with car trains and a suburban
light rail line that runs trains of two to Transit Operators have installed ESSs on the wayside and on railcars or electric
The ESS must reduce peak power demand charges. Electric utilities in North.Advanced Wayside Energy Storage
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Systems for Rail Transit Robert Schmitt, Assistant Chief Electrical Officer, New York City Transit (NYCT) WESS can
reduce the level of peak demand, reducing the demand charges which many transit.Smart grid system definition, system
studies and describes the rail transportation process and the electrical requirements in order to provide the and traction's
consumption peak is in the morning and in the evening as show the following.we can see an improvement of not only
approximately 40% in peak energy, but Many researchers have addressed ways to reduce energy consumption by
railroads. to lessen power consumption of mass rapid transit (MRT) railways. electrical energy and transferred to the
power supply system for use by other trains.
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